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EDITORIAL NOTE
Reflecting on Excellence
‘If you are going to achieve excellence in big things, develop
the habit in little matters. Excellence is not an exception, it is
a prevailing attitude.’
- Colin Powell, Retired General, US Army
This issue of Samundra spirit could be well dedicated to our thoughts and
reflections on EXCELLENCE- the striving for it. Various articles including
the report on the joint ESM/SIMS seminar on Striving for Excellence, guest
column from John Harris, valedictory speech of Dr. P. Vijayan, Vice-Chancellor of Indian Maritime University at DNS-07 passing out function and
many others point towards the importance of striving for excellence in our
every day life. In fact, this has been in the core of our collective ethos and
professional values for SIMS and ESM since day one of each one’s inception.
The base note of Samundra Spirit has been our relentless endeavour to provide excellent reading material as well as guidance to the budding mariners
of the institute and elsewhere. It also reflects the moods and musings of the
institute- as well as the extra-ordinary flavour of this unique establishment.
However, let’s not confuse excellence with perfection. As someone pointed out, we can reach for excellence but perfection is only God’s business.
This Samundra Spirit could say the same i.e. We are presenting various
view points, guidance and thoughts on achieving that excellence while accepting the fact that we recognize the multiplicity of excellent thoughts and
achievements without stressing ourselves for that perfection which is mostly
a subjective realization possible only in the Nature and not in the man made
world.
Accordingly, we have decided to utilise whatever in-house talents that we
possess; pick and pluck and scrub to bring out the essence in the Samundra
Spirit to those who would benefit from this exercise. After all, as some one
said the woods would be very silent if no birds sang there except those that
sang best. We agree wholeheartedly and hence allowed a wide range of
birds to sing in this issue allowing a freshness and fragrance of a beautifully
bright summer morning to creep into the pages as you flip on.
Finally, to quote the famous author Pearl S. Buck, ‘The secret of joy in work
is contained in one word - excellence. To know how to do something well
is to enjoy it.’ We have thoroughly enjoyed putting up this issue with this
multiple range and colour. If you all enjoy reading it, it would be worth all the
efforts –lets not bother if we excelled or not!
As always, we would be happy to receive any feedback from our readers on
the magazine or any other topic he or she may like
to comment.
Till the next issue in October, 2009- be safe,
be happy and enjoy reading the Spirit!
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Message from Mr. G.S Sahni

Friends,
It gives me immense pleasure to write this note for the forthcoming issue of the Samundra Spirit - the
quarterly magazine of Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies (SIMS) - the maritime training institute
I have been directly or indirectly associated with for the last five years, ever since the days of inception
of SIMS, Lonavala.
I had the honour of participating in the ground breaking ceremony of the Lonavala campus
of SIMS in October, 2004 and in fact, subsequently flagging the first courses of DNS and GME in August
and September, 2005 respectively. I could foresee the potential and drive behind this magnificent institute and the role it could play in changing the maritime training scene in India as well as leading the
world maritime industry as a whole.
We, in our country require not only to produce a large number of seafarers to fill the gap
between demand and supply, but also to ensure that the quality of our maritime training is as good or
better than the best available anywhere. As it is, Indian seafarers have earned a very good name for
themselves and sought after by the ship owners the world over. This status has to be maintained and
therefore we require many more state of the art training institutes like SIMS in our country.
Ever since I met Mr. B. S. Teeka, founder trustee, I have been impressed by his vision and dynamism. He has always aimed for the highest level of excellence for his institutes- second best is not to be
tolerated. In order to achieve this he has worked with passion and commitment- living and breathing the
Samundra Institute. He searched the whole world and picked up the best ideas available for installing
the world class infra-structure. Even for a thing like landscaping of the institute at Lonavala, he was not
satisfied with what was available locally and hired the best from Singapore.
What essentially distinguishes SIMS from the rest of the training institutes is its whole hearted
devotion to deliver a thoroughly professional maritime training, with continuous improvement and pioneering and innovative efforts. I have always been impressed with the non-compromising attitude with
which the leadership continues to guide the workforce and focuses on the dream of establishing itself as
the numero uno in the industry.
I extend my very best wishes to all the cadets who would be proudly passing out as the confident potential marine officers at the end of the pre- sea training here and to all the officers who have
benefited from the highest standards of post-sea training. I congratulate all the faculty members and
staff, whose dedication is responsible for raising this institute to commanding heights in the
arena of maritime education and training.
Last but not the least, I take this opportunity of thanking Mr. B. S. Teeka and Mrs.
Sikha Singh for the relentless effort they have put in to ensure that the country gets a world
class maritime training institute. Keep it up Mr. Teeka and Mrs. Singh.
Thank you.
G.S Sahni

Mr. G.S Sahni
IAS (Retd) &
Member Governing Council, SIMS
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A Reflection on Personal Growth and Opportunity

GUEST COLUMN

From a Former Marine of British Royal Navy

“Strive for perfection in everything you do. Take the best that exists and make it better.
When it does not exist, design it.”
- Sir Henry Royce (1863-1933), co-founder of Rolls Royce motor cars

T

imes of significant personal change
represent opportunities - not so
much for the purpose of reminiscence – but for reflection. When this change
coincides with a determination to progress
towards a new chapter along life’s journey
of experiences, the potential shift can be of
marked and life-changing consequence.
One such moment of significant
and glorious reflection that has led to a wonderful source of learning experience later in
my life was my career in the British Royal
Naval Service.
I’ll be honest in stating that I found
it pretty tough to determine with any degree
of clarity which elements were common to
my momentous experiences. After numerous and, yes, tortured, reflections later, I am
able to offer the following perspectives or
‘themes’ which I believe were present during my time in the Naval Service and which
I count as some of my life’s successful and
happy times:

A clear purpose for the organisation’s existence and the role to be
played by each mariner
For the British Naval Service, the frame of
reference was absolutely devoid of ambiguity – our job was clearly spelled out as the
‘defeat of the enemy.’ When the International Rules of Engagement (the ‘Rules of War’)
are added to the mix, the objective and the
rules of the game through which the objective could be achieved were crystal clear.

Team-based imperative
It is a matter of record that no one individual
can achieve any objective alone. Training extends as far as creating scenarios
in which the element of trust in your fellow
team member is tested, sometimes brutally, but ultimately highly valued. I recall
during one of the final stages of the Royal
Marines ‘All Arms Course’ that each Marine
under training had to be pushed, with arms
stretched out in front, into a tube which was
submerged in a freezing cold fast-running
stream. The only means of escape (all
the while holding your breath) was for your
‘oppo’ to dive under water and locate your
hands in the dark murky water so as to be

5
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able to pull you out. Now that is trust.

John Harris
Former Property Director
BP Angola

Multiple learning stimuli

As a companion to making an identifiable
and quantifiable contribution as a good
human being. This was always accompanied by the perspective of learning being
seen as a process and means of change
by constructing patterns of action to solve
problems. One of the key aspects of early
Navy and Marine training was the undertaking of what are known as Practical Leadership Tests, or PLTs. A nominated leader
of a group of 4-5 cadets
would be given a near
impossible task such as
crossing an imaginary
ravine with only a few
pieces of rope, a couple
of pieces of wood and
perhaps a barrel plus,
one hoped, a skyscraper
full of imagination and
optimism! The Leader
Mr. John Harris in an interactive session with SIMS cadets
was allowed five minutes
PowerPoint times, we had what were known
to come up with a plan prior to addressing
as overhead projection slides, or OHPs. On
the team with his or her solution, nominate
my first day of navigation tuition, in strolled
a Second-in-Command and a timekeeper.
Lieutenant Mike McGinty Royal Navy with
If the Leader had no plan, he or she could
a huge stack of OHPs under his arm. We
ask for ideas after sharing the task with
looked at each other and a collective yet inthe group. This was never seen as a sign
audible groan arose from the class. Without
of weakness – indeed, using available resaying anything, he dumped the pile on the
sources imaginatively was openly encourprojector, turned on the projection light to reaged. On one such occasion when I was
veal a blurred incomprehensible image and
the nominated leader, I had to get my team
looked around the class, smiled and said,
and some very large and heavy equipment
“Have you got all that? Good, then follow
safely over the enemy’s tall electrified fence
me.” He took us out on the tennis courts,
with very few pieces of equipment to suporganised us into groups of 3, 4 and 5, lined
port a successful outcome to the mission.
us up to represent different classes of ships
Just as I was about to give up hope, fry the
and had us move around the courts, first unteam and lose all the equipment, a farmer
der his instruction and then under the compassed driving a tractor and trailer. Within
mand of each ship’s nominated Captain. I
two minutes, the farmer was happily on his
have never forgotten Lieutenant McGinty’s
way with grateful thanks and the team, plus
classes or relative bearings nor how ships
all the equipment, were safely inside the
interact one to the other at sea. I was grateenemy’s territory. The lesson:
ful to the instinctive reactions I learned undon’t always be constrained by using
der his guidance when, a few years later, I
someone else’s constructed pattern to
was the Officer of the Watch in a close quarachieve the objective safely – make up
ters and potential collision situation in Hong
your own.
Kong Harbour.
It is widely agreed and documented that humans learn in a variety of styles and will, as
individuals, have a bias for what is known
as a predominant ‘learning style.’ The most
effective teachers and mentors are those
which mix up and deliver their material using all three of the principal learning styles –
visual, auditory or kinesthetically. Radical for
its time were my Navigation tutorials. In pre-

Space for individual growth

Real capability development

Continued on page 7

KNOWLEDGE
Engine Room,
Ship-in-Campus,
SIMS Lonavala

Watchkeeping in Engine Room

I

ntroduction:

One of the most important job responsibilities of engineer officers on board a
ship is watchkeeping in machinery spaces.
Normally the Duty Engineer is assisted by a
Motorman in his watchkeeping duties.
Watchkeeping means monitoring
the condition of the equipment and fitting in
machinery spaces for safe and efficient operation on a continuous basis. This includes
running and standby machineries, various
storage and service tank levels, electrical
fittings, looking out for hot spots and fire
prevention.
To assist the watch-keeper to
effectively monitor the machinery spaces,
instruments and alarm systems have been
installed on the various equipment and fittings. The watchkeeping engineer must also
use his senses such as smell, sound (vibration for example), and touch in addition.
If in doubt and in need of assistance, the
watch-keeper is required to call for help by
raising general alarm / engineers’ call alarm/
telephone call to senior engineer.

Safety First:
Before entering machinery spaces, the
watchkeeping engineer must don Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) such as safety
shoes, ear muffs, full sleeves boiler suit and
safety helmet with chin strap on. In addition,
if any work is undertaken during watchkeeping, work specific PPE such as goggles,
gloves and nose filter must be used. (for example, while operating steam valves, dosing chemicals or performing chemical test
etc.)
While climbing up and down the
ladder, one must ensure their hands are
free to hold on to hand rail and not carry
any heavy items. Floor plates are fitted with
counter sunk screws. If these screws are removed for any reason, they must be fitted
back otherwise in rough seas, floor plates
may slide and cause injury. Where oil is like-

ly to be present on the floor, anti skid painting is applied and ship staff must ensure to
maintain it effectively.
Ensure flywheel/coupling guards
are in place for all rotating machinery.
Standby and automatic machines may
start without prior warning, one must stand
clear of such equipments. Warning Notices
should always be in place around these machine equipment.

Parameters that are to be checked
while taking rounds - General:
1. Any unusual noise from running machinery, vibration of equipment, pipelines and fittings and burning smell/
odour anywhere in engine room.
2. Any leakages of oil, water, exhaust gas,
compressed air etc.
3. Current drawn and temperature of running electric motors.
4. Engine room blowers and air flow.
5. Fuel oil, lubricating oil, Fresh water,
Bilge collect tanks soundings and temperatures.
6. Bilge levels.
7. Double bottom tank sounding pipe closing devices.
8. Fire alarm panel settings.
9. Load on running generators and earth
fault on MSB.
10. Activated alarms in ECR and local panel
if any.
11. All loose gear whether secured or not.
12. Condition of temporary repair carried
out, if any.

Parameters that are to be checked
while taking rounds - Specific:
One must start the round a good fifteen
minutes before the watch starts. Following
steps are for a typical layout of an engine
room.
1. Watch the funnel for black smoke,
sparks or steam.
2. Watch the tank vents and crankcase

S.Viswannathan
Senior Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

vents.
3. Take a Note of the fresh air intakes of
the Air conditioning plant , engine room
ventilation fan noise and flaps and funnel flaps.
4. Take a round of the economizer flat and
look for burning smell, gas, water and
steam leakages and economizer steam
pressure/Exhaust Gas temperature
across.
5. Check the water seal for silencer drain.
6. Check and top up the Main engine and
Auxiliary engine expansion tanks.
7. Check and blow through the boiler
gauge glass.
8. Check the furnace and flame condition
if the boiler is on.
9. Observe that the feed water in observation tank and hot well are oil free.
10. Check the levels in fuel tanks and drain
the water and sludge through the drain
cock.
11. Check the air bottles pressure and drain
them off water.
12. Check the air compressors for crankcase oil level, lubricator oil level and
cooling water level and flow.
13. Check the parameters of Auxiliary engines and Main Engine such as oil levels in sump, rocker arm tank, governor
and turbocharger, lubricating oil pressure, cooling water temperature and
exhaust temperature.
14. Check all the running pumps and purifiers for pressures, bearing temperature
and gland leakage.

Conclusion:
A good watchkeeping engineer is an asset
to the Engine Room management. Watch
keeper must be alert at all times, be tuned
to the ship’s noise and vibration pattern to
the extent that a slight variation in them will
attract his attention. As the saying goes
‘Prevention is better than cure’, nipping any
potential problem in the bud avoids emergencies and disasters onboard.
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The Shipboard
Safety Officer
A Historical Context

G

oing to sea is indeed a venture.
There are some hazards that differ
from those on land. The very nature of remote operation away from home,
from base office, dealing with strange language, culture and foreign environments
can engender stress and doubt in the minds
of the less experienced.
The dynamic of the industry is an
on-going arena of new experience and that
is what makes the sea going occupation so
interesting and challenging. That accepted,
there is no doubt that the modern Merchant
Service worldwide is very much more safety
oriented than in older days.
Needless to say, United Kingdom, is one country which has been in the
forefront of establishing marine policies and
rules and regulations and in fact, been
party to construct on board management
of Health and Safety (H&S) currently practised in the global maritime industry.
As a maritime nation, the UK has
a long history and also has a parallel in its
shore side industrial past. The shore side
industry became subject to H&S regulatory
advance in the year 1974 with a Health and
Safety at Work Act (HASWA 1974). This developed into a governmental power known
as The Health and Safety Commission and
further developed into an Executive arm of
government known as the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) – a very direct and active body overseeing all industry on shore in
UK up to the water margin.
Following the development of
HSE, the UK Maritime Coastguard Agency
(MCA) was formed and produced a document, amongst many shipping statutes and
notices, known as the Code of Safe Working
Practices for Merchant Seamen (CoSWP).
This deals with the H&S of all on board a
ship from the water margin towards the sea.
There will always be a grey area whether
the water margin exists at the ship’s rail or at
the quayside and that question is addressed
in an understanding between the two HSE
and MCA bodies.
Additional to the CoSWP, the
MCA also required any ship with UK registry
and five or more persons on board, to have
an on board person appointed by the employer and known as the ‘Safety Officer’.
A further development at that

7
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Capt. Olaf Olsen, Advisory Consultant
SIMS, Lonavala
time, year 1982, was to promulgate the
SORADO, Safety Officer, Reporting of Accidents and Dangerous Occurrences regulations. These no longer exist as introduced
but do continue in purpose and intent.
By and large, the intention and
practice of the appointed Safety Officer, is
to assist, advise and to act as a second
set of eyes and ears and to form records of
safety matters on board ship. In the early
days there were some who felt this was a
step too far; beyond the command structure
of the ship and potentially complicating the
vertical ‘line’ of rank control on board.
There were actual cases of some
ships refusing such ‘new fangled’ ideas, but
the CoSWP moved on in conjunction with
other events of modern management adopting ‘across the board’ expertise amongst the
experienced persons on each ship, developing a more horizontally linked ‘staff’ of
qualified and competent experts.
While the regulatory demand
was forming and being complied with, there
were other issues such as the trade union
representations and associations of professional standards contributing and assisting
the modern aspect of broad staff management that we see in many successful fleets.
It didn’t take long to witness that
the dedicated management of H&S, with all
on board pulling oars in the same time and
with a sensible coxswain directing the forward motion, did at least two things – it created a much more likeminded and pleasant
work place and quite simply drove the ship
to greater efficiency.
Almost as a ‘Back to the Future’
effect it was and always will be clear that
nobody will work to great efficiency when
having to think whether all hazards are controlled – or not!
When not sure, the natural tendency is to be slow and doubtful.
When anyone, the writer included, is confident that there has been a
professionally thorough Risk Analysis and
Hazard Prevention carried out by an H&S
professional, before starting a task, that task
will be performed much more efficiently.
The story continues with much
more development and in the mid 1990’s
the world’s merchant fleet prepared for the
ISM code and the modern day where each
ship has a Safety Management System
(SMS) where many procedures have been
predeveloped, leaving the shipboard person

GUEST COLUMN

Continued from page 5
One of the greatest misconceptions of the
military is that all soldiers, sailors, marines
and airmen spend their time following strict
orders and simply march up and down parade grounds with their brains disconnected.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Prior to joining Britannia Royal Naval College,
each cadet-to-be is required to submit a
1000-word essay in which they are encouraged to write about themselves. Why? The
reasoning is that knowing yourself is
considered to be a key element of leadership, an important dimension of which is
to be able to create meaning from context and to form opinions. I recall how I
discussed my time as a political activist and
how I had deployed some fairly questionable
practices in pursuit of opposing and destroying an existing system which I considered
to be wholly unfair and unjust. My closing
commentary on this ‘confession’ was that
they were not employing me to be a mute,
were they? They agreed.
Now, what does this mean for
you, the cadet who has earned a place
and offered access to the immense opportunity that SIMS represents? I guess that
my simple messages are that learning
is so much more than the acquisition of
knowledge and information and that, in
many ways, the leadership of learning responsibility lies more with the individual
learner than the tutor. If you cannot identify a frame of reference, create one; appreciate that you are never alone in the pursuit
of your objectives and that there will always
be support in some form available to you; if
you don’t understand something, keep finding new ways to learn it; create your own
metaphors to generate meaning and know
clearly that your job is about leading yourself
and others.
Finally, and most importantly,
savour the process and appreciate the
value of the experience, even if the long
term value may not necessarily be immediately apparent. Know that each minute
that passes can never be repeated.
My wish is that you all achieve the
great success and happiness that I did as a
result of my nautical training – may it stay
with you forever and always bring a smile to
your face when you, too, reflect on your time
at SIMS in years to come.
to be much more proactive in further H&S
management – a far cry from the old ‘from
the top, down the line’ unwritten command
style of yesteryear.

Voyage Data Recorder

W

e are all familiar with the
role of the Voyage Data
Recorder in context of an
airline accident. However, the same
equipment when used smartly and
innovatively can assist in enhancing normal operation of a ship. This
was pointed out by Capt. Arthur
Batty during his presentation in a
seminar held at SIMS, Lonavala on
25th April, 2009.
Voyage Data Recorder, or VDR,
is a data recording system designed
for all ships required to comply with the

•

•
•
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A Routine Use to Enhance Ship Performance

The VDR is a “spy in the sky” to enable
the shore management to check up on
them
The VDR will continue to function reliably
without any monitoring
The VDR is only to be used when something goes wrong

According to Capt. Batty, it was discovered
during a number of Incident Investigations
that the VDRs had either not fully functioned
or not functioned at all.
Although the primary purpose of
the VDR is for accident investigation, there

VDRs only in the event of an accident, data
should be periodically used to check if things
are being correctly recorded as well as to
determine whether correct bridge practices
are being followed during coastal navigation and pilotage. It can proactively assist
officers to learn from omissions. It should
be clearly understood that whenever we are
under stress or involved in an incident then
our own recollections of events, times and
sequences of events become confused.
Some of the areas that the Navigating Officers and Master may look at utilising
the equipment could be when they wonder:

Capt. Arthur Batty addressing participants of the seminar at the SIMS Lonavala Auditorium
SOLAS Requirements (IMO Res.A.861(20))
in order to collect data (such as Bridge conversations audio, a VHF radio audio, gyro
heading, log speed, Radar video or AIS
data at the very least) from various sensors on board the vessel. It then digitizes,
compresses and stores this information
in an externally mounted protective storage unit. The protective storage unit is a
tamper-proof unit designed to withstand the
extreme shock, impact, pressure and heat,
which could be associated with a marine
incident (fire, explosion, collision, sinking,
etc). This is also termed as the “Black Box”
for ships.
The protective storage unit may
be in a retrievable fixed unit or free float unit
(or combined with EPIRB) when the ship
sinks in a marine incident. The last 12 hours
of stored data in the protected unit can be
recovered and replayed by the authorities or
ship owners for incident investigation.
In view that the VDRs are relatively newer equipment on the ship, there
are various misconceptions in navigators’
minds such as:

can be other uses of recorded data for
preventive maintenance, performance efficiency monitoring, heavy weather damage
analysis, accident avoidance and training
purpose to improve safety and reduce running cost.
Unfortunately a large number of
ships’ officers never bother to find out as
to how to download the data and how it is
backed up. In fact there have been occasions, when attempts were not made by
officers in sufficient time to capture the relevant data as they were unfamiliar with the
equipment fitted on board.
In view of variety of the VDR makers and models, there is no uniform system
of playing back of the data recorded by the
VDRs. Some types require the data to be
sent to the manufacturer for decoding and
presentation. Whereas, some require sophisticated software to be available to enable playback while others may need simpler
methods.
It is crucial for navigating officers
and ships’ superintendents to be fully aware
of the VDR’s capabilities. Instead of using

•

How many times have they heard Pilots
talking to tugs and shore mooring teams
in a language which is foreign to us?
• How many times have they had concerns with the quality and expertise of
Pilots?
Masters and navigating officers
should think of the VDR as a tool to demonstrate their effective implementation of
the company’s Safety Management System
requirements.
Finally, experts like Capt. Batty
implored the Masters, officers and superintendents to be positive, transparent and
routinely use the VDR to complement and
support their actions.

(Basis presentation
from Capt. Arthur Batty)

Capt. Arun Sundaram
General Manager
Executive Ship Management Pte Ltd
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DOWN THE MEMORY LANE

Breakdown of Air Starting System - in Auxiliary Engine

B

ack ground:

The incident dates back to 2001.
I had just joined a bulk carrier in a
port in the US. I, as the incoming Chief Engineer, was in the engine control room (ECR)
with the outgoing Chief Engineer, who was
explaining about a problem with the fuel
oil viscosity controller for the main engine.
Suddenly some unusual sound was heard
from the engine room. The outgoing Chief
Engineer looked out through the large glass
window of the ECR and apparently tried to
find out the source of this sound. Nothing
abnormal was visible and hence he continued discussing with me regarding his handing over.
In a little while, one person in a
dirty boiler suit, hurriedly entered the ECR
(later I came to know that he was the fourth
engineer) and whispered something into the
ears of the outgoing CE. Both of them immediately rushed out of the ECR. I waited
for almost 15 minutes but could not hold my
curiosity further. I knew something had gone
wrong!
I walked down the stairs to the
2nd platform. Around 4 to 5 persons, including the outgoing CE, were standing near the
generator. A closer look revealed that this
generator had a starting air system comprising of an air motor, unlike the conventional
systems having starting air valves on each
cylinder head. The air motor pinion had broken down and the generator’s flywheel teeth
were damaged.

Lessons Learnt:
a. If you find such a starting system on your vessel, be careful!
b. Place a prominent board near the local start button – ‘Ensure flywheel at stop
before pressing the local start valve’.
c. Explain the risk associated with such a system to all the engineers at the earliest
opportunity.
d. While starting the engine from local control panel, if the auxiliary engine cannot
start (pick up on fuel) in the first attempt, the ‘ready to start light’ on the local panel
will not glow for the next two minutes. Do not switch off and switch on the control
power to fool the two minutes delay logic as one may be impatient with this two
minutes delay.

This logic was incorporated in
the control system by having a timer with
2 minutes delay. Hence repeated start attempts will be successful only at minimum 2
minutes interval. This time period was sufficient for the flywheel to come to stop after a
failed start attempt (or say a blow through).
In case the engine has picked up on fuel,
the logic circuit will prevent the start valve
‘2’ from getting energised even if the start
switch ‘1’ is pressed.
Same logic, while attempting
a local start by pressing local start valve
‘3’, is left on the alertness of the operator.
That means before you attempt to start the
engine locally, ensure that the flywheel is
stationary. The likelihood of making a mistake is more when you are blowing through
generator engine or when the engine is not

picking on fuel and you are attempting repeated starts. In a hurry, one may forget to
check that the flywheel is at complete standstill and a small movement of the flywheel is
sufficient to cause the damage to gears.
The same thing had happened
in this case. The fuel injectors of the auxiliary engine were changed and the fourth
engineer was blowing through the generator using the local start valve ‘3’. When he
pressed valve ‘3’ for the second time, the
flywheel was still in motion resulting in this
type of damage.

Maneesh Jha
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

Working of the auxiliary engine
starting air system and the incidence
I had seen a similar damage earlier when I
was working as a fourth engineer. I would
like to share with the readers the knowledge
of such a system and the risk associated
with the same.
The schematic of such a system
is shown in the diagram.
The logic circuit prevents the solenoid valve ‘2’ from getting energised if the
start switch ‘1’ is pressed on the control panel while the auxiliary engine is still in motion.
In other words, it ensures that the pinion will
engage only when the flywheel is at standstill. The reason for incorporating this logic:
‘Any attempt to engage the pinion to the
fly wheel, while the flywheel is in motion,
can cause serious damage to the starting air motor and the flywheel’.
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Auxiliary Engine starting air system with starting air motor (simplified circuit)

STS Operation
With a Dead Ship

ple. Hence there
was no need
for any pilot either. However,
the authorities
wanted to play
it safe and accordingly
two
tugs and a Jebel
Ali pilot joined
in for the operation. Approach
and
mooring
was
decided
with minutest of

V

eteran chemical tanker Master, Capt. Devendra Kishore
recently had an unique experience while sailing on a chemical
tanker of the fleet when a sprightly
9928 dwt chemical tanker MT Gem
of Dahej under ESM management
was called for an emergency STS
(Ship to Ship) operation to extricate
30,000 tonne of cargo from a dead
ship.
The tough call was made
easy when the vessel under his
captainship deftly executed the
commendable feat with a professional and gritty team on board.
The team was ably guided and kept
motivated by a Salvage Team from
ashore. Here’s a first hand report
from Capt. Kishore on this unique
experience:
The incident:
On 10th February, 2009, MT Kashmir a
45,000 dwt, oil tanker was entering the port
of Jebel Ali while a 20,000 dwt container
ship MV Sima Saman with a capacity of
14,000 TEU on her way off Jebel Ali port
and heading for discharge at port Khalid
in Sharjah. As the two vessels collided MT
Kashmir, was carrying worth USD 8 million
of condensate from Iran and the collision resulted in a fire on both ships and ruptured 2
of 22 tanks on MT Kashmir.
After the collision MT Kashmir
was anchored 1 mile off the Jebel Ali ship
channel. One of her empty tanks was ruptured reducing her structural strength considerably. She had bent from a amidships to
aft by 3 meters. The oil in her pipelines and
one adjacent tank had sprayed right upto
bridge wing and caught fire damaging the
vessel further.

Safety and Risk Analysis:
The task for the salvage team started with
the Safety and Risk analysis keeping in
mind that Jebel Ali port is a very busy port
just 6 miles away from Palm Island and a
desalination plant. If the tanker broke up,
it will create an environment catastrophe
which we needed to avoid at all cost. A salvage company was appointed by the Port
Authorities who started looking for a suitable tanker to off load the cargo and our M.T.
Gem of Dahej was brought in to carry out

Charts showing location of the STS
operation
the job. The job started with identification of
each hazard and mitigating actions plan.
Structural stability:
It was a constant worry that due to the damage in the structure the vessel may break
in two while discharging and ballasting operation. The standard trim and stability table
doesn’t hold good, when water plane area
is changed. A fresh table is required to be
made. All stress and stability table was done
as per this revised table.
Salvage Master came up with
the stress and stability calculation in bilged
state for each leg of operation. He had all
the calculations done and approved by classification society. A cargo operation team
of two well experienced Master Mariners
soon joined in from the Salvage Company
to prepare for the final operation and a discharging sequence was discussed and established.
Weather conditions:
Monitoring the weather was an essential
part of the rescue operation and entrusted
with a professional company to report to us
on regular basis. It was decided that the vessel will make approach if wind force is unto
15 knots or wave height / swell not greater
than 1 meter. If during the operation wind
increases to over 27 knots or wave height /
swell greater than 1.5 meters, the vessel to
cast off. Additionally, mooring and unmooring operation to be carried out in good visibility and only during day light hours.
Contact with mother vessel:
Although the length of Gem of Dahej is only
126 Meters, it was decided to fix four numbers of Yokohama fenders instead of two so
that even if the landing is at more than 0.1
knots, it will provide good overall cushioning
effect.
Approach:
STS for this size of vessel requires only
one tug since the manoeuver is quite sim-

details and agreed upon.
Transfer of Cargo:
MT Gem of Dahej can load at a rate of 1000
CBM/Hr. We reduced it to 600 CBM/Hr for
first operation. This is to allow MT Kashmir
to ballast her tanks in time to reduce stress.
In keeping with ISGOTT requirement, our vapor return line was connected
to MT Kashmir’s vapor return line. This was
to be vented out through their mast risers.
Operation:
Finally, the operation commenced on 13th
March and the ship carried out four operations back to back. The vessel set a record
by completing discharge within 14 hours
and completed the entire operation in 10
days instead of 30 days as planned. The
role and involvement of the entire crew was
highly commendable as it was nothing but
an example of teamwork executed with finesse.
Incidentally the whole operation
was carried out under the guidance and supervision of four Rajendra 78 – 79 batch
mates ie. Salvage Master Capt Bali, Pilot
Capt K Singh, GOD Master Capt Kishore
and Owners representative Capt Venkat.
Here’s three cheers for the four!

Manoeuvring for STS operations alongside M.T. Kashmir

Capt. Devendra Kishore
Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai
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CADET’S DIARY
with her mooring lines passed on to the jetty
and how it could be used as an easy and effective tool for teaching safe mooring practices to the coming batches.
Thus their model emphasised
mooring operation carried out on board,
anchoring, equipment and more importantly
the safety precautions.

An Innovative Twist
to DNS Projects
Cadets Develope Intricate Models

A

s a part of the IGNOU curriculum
for the DNS Course the 78 cadets
from the DNS – 007 currently in their
second semester produced and presented
projects on a wide range of topics related to
the marine field. Divided into 16 groups, the
budding mariners impressed with their innovative thinking and hard work in presenting
their projects which include models as well
as PowerPoint presentations. The projects
were evaluated by Mr. Kawaljit Singh
Chabba of Great Eastern Maritime Institute,
Lonavala. The top six projects were:
1. A model of SIMS Lonavala
2. Fire fighting plan of the Ship-in-Campus
3. IALA Maritime Bouyage System
4. Major Ports of India and World
5. Ballast Water management
6. Mooring operations and Safety
We are happy to produce a representation
of some of the winning projects below.

Model of SIMS, Lonavala
Taking inspiration from the green environment of the campus they are living in, the
cadets constructed an impressive scaled
down version of SIMS,Lonavala. Ingredients used were mainly paper, card board
and thermocol. The base was from the
scraps from the workshop. The cadets then
replicated the facilities such as the Solar
panels, Ship - in - Campus, Free Fall Life
Boat, the Lake, Swimming pool and Amphitheatre in proportionate scale.
Participants: Cadets Rajgopal C S, Vishnu
Sabu, Sharath KP, Tinu Joseph and Romel
J.Mathews.

Model of Fire fighting plan of Shipin-Campus at SIMS Lonavala
11
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Keeping in mind that safety plays the most
important role in the shipping industry, the
cadets prepared a model such that it would
help seafarers to respond quickly and effectively to emergency situations. The model
depicted emergency escape routes, exits
and the location of the fire control plans
and fire fighting appliances on the ship-inCampus.
Their project also included instructions on how to use and maintain fire
fighting appliances.

Participants: Cadets Georjit James, Jerrin
Joy Edattu, Munna Ipe Jose, Joobin K & Jijo
Joseph.
Other topics in the project work ranged from
Garbage Management to Crane Management and Maintenance Safety giving a multitude of ideas and new dimensions through
their PowerPoint presentations. The project
works are being evaluated by an external
examiner. They were indeed tough competition as well as a great combination of fun
and learning experience for the cadets.

Presenters: Cadets Likhin G.L, Davis
George, Akhil Anand, Ragav Sood & Rohith
A. Menon

IALA Maritime Bouyage System:
The IALA Maritime Bouyage System uses
colours and patterns on buoys to help seafarers navigate a ship.
Although the chosen topic is of
a far higher level ,the cadets showed their
superior level of motivation and produced
a noteworthy result. They pointed out that
although the topic was completely alien to
them initially, as they studied more and
progressed with the model work they understood how interesting the topic was. As
per Cdr. Niranjal Pal - Nautical Faculty, “this
project has got many things to present before an audience” and the cadets brought
forward a colourful and informative model.
They received notable inputs from Mr. Bijay
Singh Khandari, Chart Work Instructor and
guide Capt. Anil Mehta

Participants with model of SIMS,
Lonavala campus

Participants with model of Mooring
Operations & Safety

Participants: Cadets Anish C V, Abin Babu,
Amjith Raj, Ashidh KP, and Afzal Khan.

Mooring Operations & Safety:
Mooring describes the operation of securing
a vessel to a fixed quay, or berth by
means of mooring lines and/or cables. It is
also a regular and hazardous operation resulting in serious accidents.
A familiar topic for the cadets, the
idea behind was to make a model of a ship

Participants with model of IALA Maritime
Bouyage System

CADET’S DIARY

As Light Came In
Setting of sun what a beautiful scene
All fascinated and keen
Fading of a golden ball
What a beauty western wall

CDT Rohith AravindakshaOh God! Death of the day,
Menon
darkness in the bay
DNS-07
Horrible dark night shiver and shake
SIMS, Lonavala
While the knight remains alert and awake
Amidst the darkness I was afraid
As if the whole nature conspired
Terrible noise chased behind me
Saw a blood stained body in front of me
Running and shouting for a helping hand
Doors closed and faces turned
Ah, saw a light, a ray of hope
The same golden ball, scattered the opportunity to rope
The light glazed around
Life turned and land abound
The day, time of work and cheer
Make all pleasure and dear.

CDT Sarin S
GME-07
SIMS, Lonavala

I am the Sailor
Riding on the waves,
Going through the maps,
I am the Sailor, I am the Sailor
I know my passion
Heading in, my own direction,
I am the Sailor, I am the Sailor
My life is an adventure ,
And, that makes my future,
I am the Sailor, I am the Sailor
Horizon seems to be closing in
Fame and honour overcoming my sin,
I am the Sailor, I am the Sailor
Like the wave of trough and crest,
Life sometime bad, sometime at best,
With my dreams, I have miles to go,
And lot of talent, I have to show
Coz,
I am the Sailor, I am the Sailor

CDT Shariq Ansari
GME-07
SIMS, Lonavala
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DNS-07 Passing Out
1. Chief Guest, Dr. P Vijayan (6th
from right) with Principal, Prof.
DVB Swamy (7th from right),
SIMS faculty and graduated
cadets.
2. DNS-07 batch
3. Addressing cadets and faculty at
the auditorium
4. Taking the salute before the
Guard of Honour
5. Meeting SIMS faculty
6. Receiving the SIMS, Lonavala
plaque from Principal, Prof. DVB
Swamy
7. Inspectiong the parade
8. With prize winners

IMU Vice-Chancellor
Addresses DNS-07
Pasing Out Cadets

Excerpts of the speech by Chief Guest
Dr. P Vijayan, Vice Chancellor of IMU
(Indian Maritime University), Chennai:

“I

t indeed gives me a great pleasure to be
with you on this momentous occasion of
your passing out ceremony. Passing out
is considered to be very important for the cadets
thus it is a very joyous moment. You have enjoyed your life, learnt a lot and you have been
trained well to get into the sea. Psychologically
trained, physically trained and mentally are prepared to go in to the sea.”
“Before I start the valedictory address,
I thought I would give you a brief introduction of
your Samundra to yourself. Samundra as you
see is SIMS, but I would see very soon and I
would wish it becomes SUMS. I hope you understand. Not SIMS but Samundra University of
Maritime Studies. It is not my statement to flatter anyone. It is my statement to acknowledge
somebody’s credit.”
“I have been going around the world
and seeing the facilities and launching to have
these facilities in our country. When I see
Samundra I am sure that you have achieved a lot
of it. The type of facilitates you provide be it SIC,
Oil Tanker Familiarisation Course, Classroom,
Engine Room Simulator…ambience – It gives
an excellent look. It gives excellent atmosphere
for students. In fact all along I have been praising your principal not because of his capability or
anything but the vision of your management. The
management has thoughtfully designed this area
and provided facilities in such a way that you are
going to be a No 1 cadet not only in India but in
the world as a whole.”
“I could see the amount of sincerity
in this campus and definitely wish the campus
a great success in the years to come but its not
that I want to depart you by converting you as a
university, I would like to have you always with
the IMU. IMU would always like to play a motherly role for all maritime institutes in this country
and provide all the facilities whatever facilities in
terms of academic collaborations, administrative
support in whatever way you want and whatever
way you look for – we are ready to provide that.”
Dr. Vijayan also pointed out that IMU
will have a career progression plan particularly
for the Masters and the Chief Engineers. They
can join the programmes at various campuses
at Chennai, Mumbai or in Kolkata, in future. Further, the university is working on a concept to

Continued on page 15

introduce a Faculty Improvement Programme (FIP) which will
be free for the selected participants and in fact, on the contrary
they will be paid a stipend in the form of a salary because they
will be asked to take some classes also. He added,
“We are also introducing two MBA courses in our HQ
– one is MBA in Port Management and second in International
Transportation & Logistics Management, particularly for the
Masters and Chief Engineers who want to get into shore based
jobs. This would help them to design their career, if not immediately then in years to come. We are also going to start a course
in Masters in Maritime Law. The programme will be in collaboration with various well known foreign universities like – University
of Antwerp, Belgium for International Transport Management;
Dalian University of China for Shipping and Port Management;
for Maritime Law we are going to tie up with Institute of Maritime Law, University of Malta.”
“I was mentioning to principal that there is a lot of
scope particularly for technicians to work in naval architecture
and ship building industry and I believe you have an excellent
R&D facility here at SIMS, and maybe you can train some of
your technicians and put them in this area of ship building and
naval architecture. IMU will happily recognise and confer you
with a diploma certificate which would be recognised all over
the world and your technicians would be accepted.”
Dr. Vijayan pointed out that there are about 27,000
officers and 55,000 ratings available and working all over the
world in Indian flag vessels and foreign flag vessels. This occupies only 6% of the total world seafarers which IMU is planning
to increase to 20% by year 2015.
The vice-chancellor also provided a brief introduction about the National Maritime Complex which will include a
world class maritime museum and an art gallery showcasing
the excellent maritime history of India. I will also develop an
international convention centre, which would give the facility for
all seafarers and ship owners to meet, exchange views and the
type of conference facilities with a seating capacity of 15,000
at Chennai. It is a budget of Rs 2000 crores and I do foresee
a very great future for this country if not for the academic programme, particularly ship building & naval architecture, he added.
“I wish you all the good luck and you can look forward
to any support from IMU which is always at your doorstep to
help you.”
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List of Prize
Winners
1. Best Cadet
- Cadet Pramoj Mohan
2. Best in Academics
- Cadet Shekhar Godse
3. Best Hands on Training
- Cadet P Manav
4. Best Sportsman
- Cadet Antony Joseph
5. Best Cadet Captain (DIV-A)
- Cadet Pradeep Singh
6. Best Cadet Captain (DIV-B
- Cadet Arun Paul
7. Best in HSSE
- Cadet Naveen Singh

8. Best in Nav. and Chartwork
- Cadet Mohd Moin Akhtar
9. Best in Cargo Handling and
Seamanship
- Cadet Pranoy AJ
10. Best in Bridge Equip. and
Watchkeeping
- Cadet Shekhar Godse
11. Best in Music
- Cadet Jibin Abhraham
12. Best Orator
- Cadet Parth Lokhare
13. Most Popular Cadet
- Cadet Adith U S
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FUN STUFF & HUMOUR

Crossword Puzzle
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9
10
11
12

13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Across

Down

5. This post city has the second largest beach in the world
6. Japan’s oldest container terminal is located here
8. A South-East Asian port which is the economic gateway to china
13. This port city of Europe lies well below the sea level
15. This is the largest port city of South Korea
18. This international port of India lies on the bank of a River

1.
2.
3.
4.
7.
8.

20. The gulf of ____ is known by the nickname “Prate Alley”
21. In which country, is the southern most port of the world - Puerto
Williams situated?
22. The busiest port in the middle-east
23. This port city produces 37% of Portuguese GDP
24. The largest shipbuilding yard in India is located in __________
25. The largest port city in Russia

This city is an important centre of maritime knowledge in Europe
Worlds largest port in terms of total cargo tonnage handled at present
Cruise Capital of the world
The first European settlement in Australia was at this port city
___________ is one of the trunk – link ports in the Asia-Pacific region
The post of ___________ has one of the world’s largest
petrochemical complex in the western hemisphere (or New World)
9. This Major American port city was subjected to terror attacks
10. This port handles 65% of Indian’s container traffic
11. The biggest port on the Baltic Sea
12. __________ bay experienced a major oil spill recently by non-oil
tanks
14. The biggest container port in the African continent
16. Canada’s largest container port
17. This historical port of the world lies on the banks of river Thames.
19. Port Kalundhborgh is situated in which European country

Answers:
5.CHENNAI 6.TOKYO 8.HONGKONG 13.AMSTERDAM 15.BUSAN 18.KOLKATA 20.ADEN
21.CHILE 22.DUBAI 23.LISBON 24.COCHIN 25.VLADIVOSTOK
1.OSLO 2.SHANGHAI 3.MIAMI 4.SYDNEY 7.XIAMEN 8.HUSTON 9.NEWYORK 10.MUMBAI
11.VENTSPILS 12.SANFRANCISCO 14.DURBAN 16.MONTREAL 17.LONDON 19.DENMARK

CDT Jose Thomas, GME-06
SIMS, Lonavala

High in spirit
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EP course participants and instructors with SIMS faculty and Prof. DVB Swamy (Principal, SIMS Lonavala)

Turning Marine Engineers into
Marine Electrical Engineers
A Step towards Work Integration On Board

T

he concept may not be new but the
course set up by SIMS is albeit pioneering as nowhere in the industry
such intensive curriculum has been established so that marine engineers could step
up to the role of a confident and knowledgeable electrical officer on board.
Yes, the days may not be very
far off, as upcoming marine engineer officers will take over the electrical engineers on
board, as the third batch of junior engineers
(up to the rank of 3rd Engineers) from the
ESM fleet walk out confidently from the 15days Electrical Practices (EP) course conducted by the eminent Electrical faculty of
SIMS at the Lonavala campus. There have
been ravenous reviews of the course and
the feedback from the candidates speak for
the bright future of the project jointly taken
by the Executive Ship Management (ESM)
technical team and the SIMS faculty.
It is apparent that most marine
engineers (being strong in Mechanical Engineering) are very uncomfortable with marine
electricity, control systems & automation in
general. This has been a cause for concern
for the technical management of ESM and
hence placed the responsibility to SIMS to
set up a strategy to enhance the ‘working
knowledge’ of the fleets’ engineers in the
above mentioned areas.

What the course does?
As per Mr. Vaishakh Chavan (Monty), Elec-
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Vaishakh Chavan
Senior Electrical Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

trical Faculty of SIMS, Mumbai, the course
starts at basics. He pointed out that many
a time there is a great deal of confusion
with regards to three phase systems that
are used in shore & on board ships. In fact
the ship & shore electricians don’t even talk
the same language especially as regards
power systems. This stems from the fact
that ship’s ‘three phase, three wire, insulated neutral’ are very different from shore
installations. The absence of the neutral
wire further complicates things when a
marine engineer tried to refer his problems
to shore based electrical people (many of
whom cannot conceive how anything works
without a neutral wire).
The first couple of days are spent
comprehending this basic difference in the
most practical manner possible. The candidates are taken to the shore installation
where power is received, processed &
distributed. The hand’s on approach ensures that what is spoken is understood
by actually operating the power plant.
Subsequently the candidature is engaged
in figuring out the ships power system, the
‘ship-in-campus’ being the best electrical
lab for the requirement. The candidates
are shown through ‘pipe & electrical’ ducts,
switchboard distribution, Lighting distribution boards, etc. Earth faults are demonstrated & the candidates trace the faults
using meters and insulation resistance testers.

This is a most excellent starting
point for ‘initiating’ the candidature.

Learning on control panels
Other topics include ‘motor control centres’
or ‘Group starter panels’. The trainees actually wire out each type of starter panel starting including DOL starters, Star-Delta starter, Auto-Transformer starter & Frequency
drives. Redundancy management of pump
sets, sequential restart, and remote stop
functions are all demonstrated & the candidates get under the skin of the starters,
troubleshooting the faults that are carefully
injected in the systems.
This session generates confidence over intense and interesting debates
and discussions amongst the candidates to
figure out how exactly the starters work or
whilst in the midst of a troubleshooting session.

Instrumentation
Measurement & sensors are the mainstay
of Instrumentation taken up towards the
end of the week. Here the ship-in-campus
is extensively utilised for verifying the
PT100’s, thermocouples, pressure transmitters & other sensors & their interconnection
to the alarm monitoring system. Calibration
of these devices & troubleshooting & tracing
these loops is one of the functional areas.
The instrumentation sessions are closely
tied with a control system where the ses-

CAMPUS NEWS

Practical sessions on Control Panels
sions included pneumatic controllers (Nakakita/Foxboro) to diaphragm valves, valvepositioners, I/P converters etc.

Boilers

Boilers are the heart of tankers & we have
a day’s session dedicated to understanding the ‘Automatic combustion control system’ of a type 1 boiler where air & fuel are
tied together on a common shaft (Aalborg
or Miura boilers). The campus is equipped
with two boiler training platforms. One is the
functional boiler unit with simulation panel to
give them a feel of running the boiler using
the same control panel that they would see
on a ship. In fact, the real life equipments
have been specifically designed and modified for teaching purpose by the manufacturer ‘Miura’ boiler company, in close collaboration with SIMS and ESM. The ship
in campus being equipped with a fully functional ‘on-line’ boiler is the natural progression where the candidates are ‘let-loose’ on
the system.
Inert Gas (IG) systems for oil
tankers is the next area wherein the candidates are instructed in fullest detail on the
sequence, logic & the control loops effec-

familiarisation with ships power system
in Ship-in-Campus

tive. The in-house development of the IG (functional)
model gives this session a
depth that is incomparable.
Control systems & PID control issues are suitably adjusted for the target group.
Installation & operation of equipment in ‘hazardous areas’ or areas of
high vapour (Hydrocarbon)
concentration requires some
knowledge of explosion protection. Intrinsic safety barriers & IS relays form a part
of the curriculum. Cargo
instrumentation is another
area that encompasses hydraulics & electrical control
systems. Candidates are
exposed & educated in this
area as well learning how to
operate valves, the need for
calibration & understanding
the significance of closely
monitoring performance on
these valves. Volumetric
valve positioners, direction
control solenoid valves &
remote indication are in the
scope of this session.

How far do the candidates get involved?
(Get in the ring!)
Each candidate is given an
electrical kit. They use multimeters, meggers & tools
with the alacrity of a seasoned ‘electrical officer’.
They are in fact not even
aware that this has been
embedded into the work flow
of the course. Reading electrical diagrams from ships,
process & instrumentation
diagrams is an exercise that
the candidates find very appealing as it opens up their
understanding of schematic
representation.
When
troubleshooting, it is heartening to
see them switch between
clampmeters, multimeters
& meggers with ease. Motor
overhauls, instrumentation,
calibration, troubleshooting,
exercises aimed at understanding logic by building

FUN STUFF & HUMOUR

Quiz
1. The first ocean going motorship to receive class from Lloyd’s Register and
year
2. The engines which powered the first
large ocean going motor vessel monte
penedo
3. Uniflow scavenging was introduced in
the sulzer engine series and year
4. The first transatlantic diesel passenger
liner
5. In sulzer S90 the number 90 represents
6. The first turbo charged marine engine
7. Exhaust gas turbo charging invented by
8. As per IMO noise level allowable in machinery space.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Vulcanus - 1910
Sulzer 4S4T Series
RTA- Series, 1982
Gripsholm, Swedish America Lines
Cylinder Bore - 900mm
10- Cylinder Vulcan - Man
4 Stroke single acting engine
7. Alfred Buchi
8. 90 dB(A)

CDT Shunmuga Sastha J
GME-07
SIMS, Lonavala

control circuits are an integral part of this course.
As the report goes, the second batch of this
course was engaged in a troubleshooting session wherein
the Main Engine plant’s pumps were not functional as regards ‘standby’ start.The candidates successfully identified
the reason why these pumps were not operating in standby
mode & set the problem right. Indeed, a great performance
by the novice electrical engineers! We look forward to such
situations wherein our young cadets presently studying in
the campus come back to us for such finishing touch.

What lies in future?
SIMS continues to the “Training commitment” of ESM and
the nursery of future officers with a view to train them to the
top quality and standards.
The ‘Electrical Practices’ course, is indeed part of
the same journey.
It is pretty obvious that when young cadets graduate from Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies, they recognize that they have been standing on the shoulders of giants,
helping them see further.
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HEALTH SECTION

Food Safety On Board

O

n 14th February, 2009 the familiar
sight of the fishing boats on the
calm sea at Kanyakumari (Cape
Comorin) in South India had an unexpected
aberration. An unknown general cargo ship
had quietly veered into their space - completely off her route and destination.
As an Indian Coast Guard (ICG)
vessel upon receiving an emergency request for assistance from their Korean
counterparts arrived at the spot, what they
discovered was nothing short of a horror
story. Four out of the total 20 member crew
on board the vessel 11,400 dwt cargo vessel Bright Star were dead and the rest were
in need of emergency medical assistance.
The crew were evacuated to the
local hospitals and provided medical assistance and subsequently on recovery repatriated back to their respective home countries- Korea and Myanmar.

•

»» Inspect frozen goods: should be in
hard frozen state
»» Store frozen and chilled goods first.
»» Do not store rotten vegetables and
fruits.
»» Follow FIFO (First in First Out)
when using.
In Cold/Cool rooms
»» Check the temperatures regularly
and report problems if any.
»» Check if the indication lights are
working and door seals on closure.
»» Check the internal safety alarms,
opening mechanisms operation
»» Use protective clothing to enter cold
rooms and freezers.

Food Handling:
• Galley
»» Food contact areas to be kept clean.

What caused the tragedy?
It was reported that a meal of tinned meat
and fish on the night of February 10th resulted in all of them developing stomach
ache, diarrhoea and most of them fell unconscious. Unable to help each other, the
vessel somehow contacted the Korean
Coast Guard. Some crew members including the Captain of the Korean ship were in
critical condition but saved due to the timely
medical intervention.
The preliminary medical reports
cited extreme food poisoning as the cause
of this tragic incident. Further, detailed investigations reportedly revealed contaminated tinned food consumed by the crew
No official report on the incident is still available at the time of writing this article. However, whether it is expired/contaminated tin
food or on board food refrigeration gone
awry, finally it boils down to the proper handling of food which could have prevented
the tragedy. In fact, hygiene and correct
handling of food is an area which all seafarers must pay attention to. We have included
below a list of general tips on Food Safety
on board which will go a long way in ensuring good health for all on board:
Storing:
• Check goods before taking onboard
»» Source of supply: to be from approved vendors/brands.
»» Check for expiry date.
»» Do not accept damaged or open
packages.
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•

•

•

»» Keep work tops and cooking utensils clean and disinfected.
»» Disinfect raw meat, fish cutting
boards after use
»» Keep clean: Deck, bulk head, ventilation ducts
»» Secure cleaning gear in the right
place after use
Personal hygiene of Food Handlers
»» Wash your hands with soap in hot
running water before you handle
food.
»» Dry your hands in single use towels
or air dryer.
»» Trim your nails
»» Wash your hands again after you
handle raw meat, poultry, and fish.
Water quality
»» Polluted or contaminated water
may taste same, but if used causes
sickness.

»» Boil water before you use.
»» Regularly flush taps that are not in
constant use.
»» Maintain a log.
Storing prepared food
»» Store at temperature 8 degree Celsius or less, or 63 or higher
»» Do not expose food items for more
than two hours in 8 to 63 degree Celsius.
»» Ensure food storing place is free from
rats and other insects.

Personal Hygiene:
• Wash your hands
»» before you eat
»» after you eat & drink.
»» after using rest room
»» after blowing your nose
Important Note
• Do not eat if you find your food abnormal
in terms of taste, smell, color or if there is
dirt or foreign objects
• Before you sip
directly
bottled
drinks or cans,
wash the bottles or
cans

The tip of the story of
Bright Star provided
by

CDT. K Gopinath
GME-07
SIMS, Lonavala

Baptism by Fire

CASE STUDY

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the cause and lessons
learnt through this case study. Please send us your responses to
samundraspirit@samundra.com

C

hina is a land of great civilization,
a country of modern day awe and
exotic experiences for most world
travellers. But a challenge of a different
order for the seafarers who have ventured
there on board a vessel with limited knowledge of Mandarin- the official language of
the country.
Capt. Rakesh Pradhan, Faculty
member of SIMS, Lonavala who had the
opportunity to be there on his first promotion as a Chief Officer on board a 47,000
dwt general cargo carrier and had his life’s
unforgettable experience, bravely recalls
this incident in order to share his experience with the budding seafarers under
him and also with the discerning readers
of Samundra Spirit. This indeed is a case
study we hope to have views, comments
and observations on what could have been
done under such circumstances from our
learned readers apart from sharing similar
experiences elsewhere. The same will be
published in the next issue along with the
investigation report and other lessons learnt
by Capt. Pradhan.
This had happened on my first
promotion as Chief Officer. The outgoing Chief Officer had signed off and disembarked from the vessel just prior to the
vessel’s un-berthing. We had the contact
incident just about 45 minutes later on the
Yangtze river, which is notorious for heavy
local traffic of barges and coasters.
The forest products/general cargo carrier, fully loaded with steel pipes, was
departing the port of Shanghai at 2100 hrs.
The visibility was good, wind force 3. As per
layout of the port, the turning basin for the
vessel was further upriver so the plan was
to proceed that way, turn around downriver
with the assistance of tugs and then depart
the port.
The pilot spoke only rudimentary
English and none of the tug masters could
speak a word of English. Hence essentially,
the Pilot was communicating with the tugs
on his own and the Master was unaware of
the commands given. Any questions asked
by the Master were answered with a spirited
“YES YES”, but it was difficult to ascertain
whether the Pilot could actually understand
all the Master’s questions.
All lines were cast off, the tugs
pulled vessel off the berth and vessel started to proceed upriver towards the turning

Source: www.flickr.com
Port of Shanghai
basin. The tugs were then cast off and were
escorting the vessel towards the turning

The coaster continued to increase speed
and tried to cross own vessel’s bow. At this

basin which was about 3 miles upriver. The
forward tug was instructed to maintain a
distance of approximately 200 metres (one
ship’s length) ahead of own vessel and to
warn off the local barges in the vicinity.
At about 2125 hrs, a small coaster was observed to depart one of the small
berths situated on the right of our ship as
we proceeded upriver. The coaster’s green
side light could be seen on own vessel’s
starboard bow. The range of the coaster
was 1.5 miles. The Pilot was informed about
the coaster and as usual his reply was “YES
YES”!! The coaster then appeared to suddenly alter course and increased speed.
Own vessel could now see the red sidelight
of the coaster on own vessel’s starboard
bow. It was apparent that the coaster intended to cross own vessel’s bow between
own vessel and the escorting tug!
Own vessel was closer to the
starboard side to the navigable area of the
river (‘channel’, so to speak, but unmarked)
so as to allow room for outbound vessels to
pass own vessel’s port-side. All the berths
for commercial traffic were on our starboard
side so there was no room for own vessel to
alter course to starboard. Vessel was proceeding on ‘Dead Slow Ahead’ throughout
this passage since this was considered the
safe speed (minimum for steerage) and also
to avoid affecting the moored vessels with
own vessel’s propeller wash.
The Pilot also noticed the alteration and started shouting in Chinese on the
VHF. Own vessel’s engines were put on
“Crash Astern” to prevent imminent contact.

time, the coaster’s port quarter made contact with own vessel’s port bow. The coaster
momentarily took a very heavy roll, then became upright and continued on her way.
The Pilot was continuously shouting on the VHF in Chinese but all calls were
unanswered. The coaster’s name was noted and reported to the Master by me stationed at forward station.
Our vessel sustained minor damage to railings on port bow and some indentation on the plating of Foc’s’le store port
side. All tanks and cargo hold bilges were
sounded and it was confirmed that no ballast or fuel tanks were damaged, no water
ingress was noted and no pollution was
caused.
After the incident, the coaster (of
local Chinese Registry) merrily continued
down the river as if nothing had happened!
Own vessel was asked to anchor and for the
next two days, entire ship’s staff, including
yours truly, were interviewed (read ‘grilled’)
by the local port authorities. My ‘Baptism by
Fire’ was finally completed on the second
day of anchorage after which own vessel
heaved up anchor and departed the port.

What could have been done to
avoid/prevent this incident?

Capt. Rakesh Pradhan,
Nautical Faculty/
DLP Administrator
SIMS, Lonavala
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CASE STUDY

Responses for Risk Analysis - A
Serious Consequence Without
It: Issue 05 (Apr 2009)
Readers were invited to give their responses to the
causes and lessons learnt through the pervious Case
Study - Risk Analysis - A Serious Consequence Without
It contributed by Mr. S. Viswanathan from SIMS, Mumbai. Here is a compilation of the responses received…
Mr. Hemant S Gokhale, Sr Supdt (Tech) / DPA, Executive
Ship Management Pte Ltd, Mumbai wrote:
The type of UV sterlizer mentioned has a latched metallic cover over
the tubes, along with a clear label saying “ Switch off unit prior any
work or changing of UV lamps’. It also describes dangers of exposure
to UV radiation. Nevertheless, below are some of the reasons, failure
of complying to safety precautions take place.
• Due to ignorance of warnings or lack of understanding of the seriousness of effects, often people mistake these UV lamps only as
some extra strong tube lights.
• Switching off the unit sometimes requires to bypass the unit so that
the water flow continues. Then you have to answer a lot of phone
calls as to why water has stopped, hence the tendency to undertake the short cut method.
• If I don’t look at it directly it won’t affect me is the feeling. Like looking at welding spark, that gives you almost similar effect.
• While replacing a tube, the covers must surely be put back prior
starting the unit, as the first charge is very high.
The only remedy to such lapse is to educate and change the mindset of those on board by pointing out the seriousness of the consequences.

SIMS Cadets Join as ESM Officers
Welcome aboard!

H

earty Congratulations to the following officers on their first
promotion on board ESM fleet!
A moment of great jubilation for the SIMS fraternity on seeing
their first batch of alumni stepping on board vessels as third officers
and fourth engineers respectively. In fact, two engineers from the first
batch have progressed to the rank of 3E having put on the fast track
following their baptism through a special training course. This is just
the beginning and we hope to see all these specially trained cadets
from SIMS taking up their respective positions as officers on board
ESM’s fast growing fleet in near future.
As on date the following cadets from the DNS and GME
batches will be joining as Third Officer (3O) and Fourth Engineer (4E)
on board ESM managed vessels. A special mention goes to 4E L.
Handa and 4E L.T.S. Chavaranal from GME – I course who have
been promoted to the rank of Third Engineer (3E).

3/O Anantheesh Iyer 3/O Divyesh Kumar Solanki 3/O Renjith Kuttapan Nair

3/E L.T.S. Chavaranal

3/E L. Handa

4/E Abhilash Mani

A compiled response from the writer of the article Mr.
S.Viswanathan and the Technical and Quality depts. of
ESM, Singapore as follows:
Findings:
Immediate Cause:
1. U-V radiation falling on the eyes.
2. Not wearing proper PPE for the job undertaken. (U-Vgoggles)
Root Cause:
1. Not carrying out Take 5
2. Not carrying out Job Risk Analysis
3. Energy isolation was not done prior to undertaking the job.
Lessons Learnt:
1. Take 5 is a must for all jobs undertaken.
2. Job Risk Analysis must be done to assess and visualize the dangers involved. Often people mistake these UV lamps only as some
extra strong tube lights.
3. Person’s Competency satisfactory to undertake the job.
4. While replacing a tube, the covers must surely be put back prior
starting the unit, as the first charge is very high.

Response from Capt. Thomas Varghese,
Superintendent, Vetting & Operations, ESM:

4/E Manish Bajaj

4/E Aneesh Kunnanamgath

4/E Rajesh Kumar Rana

4/E Nischal Cyril Mathew

4/E Mazhar Hussain Shaik 4/E Saurabh Kumar Singh

4/E Pushpendra Singh Songara 4/E Abdul Majeeth Sheik

4/E Jaspreet Singh

I recommend that all ships display a notice as below to avoid such risk.

UV light may cause damage to
the eyes and other human tissues

4/E Venkata Anil Cuddapah

4/E Pradeep Nagaraj 4/E Jasmeen Singh Grewal

SIMS Bags
Best Participating
College Award

C

adets from SIMS Lonavala managed to steal the show at
the Xpression ‘A Creative Synergy’ 2K9 by winning the
Award for Best Participating College at the cultural fest
organised for maritime training institutes.
The event organised by T.S. Chanakya had other renowned maritime training institutes, namely, T.S. Rahman, Naval
Maritime Academy, Tolani Maritime Institute and MMDI was held
over two days on 17th and 18th April 2009, the event had an array
of mini-competitions ranging from quizzes and linguistic challenges
to dance, acting, painting and designing.
A significantly smaller team compared to the other institutes that sent hundred each, the 33 SIMS cadets from DNS – 07
and GME – 06 batches avidly participated and bagged top prizes
for most of the competitions during the event including the award for
Best Participating College.
With the encouragement from the mentors and the faculty members it is obvious that the cadets are proving their excellence
in activities that are out side the classroom which will go a long way
in building their confidence and leadership capabilities.

Best Participating College - First Prize winners
The cadets emerged winners in the following categories:
1. Best Participating College – First Prize
2. Mock Press Conference – First Prize
CDT Dhruv Jain, CDT Naveen Singh and CDT Bhojraj Singh
3. Poster Designing – Second Prize
CDT Rajgopal CS and CDT Amjith Raj
4. Face Painting
CDT Adith and CDT Libin John – Second Prize
CDT Arun Paul and CDT Joobin – Third Prize
5. Pot Painting – Third Prize
CDT Lahib and CDT Jose
6. Pictomime – Third Prize
CDT Pradeep Singh,
CDT Vinay and CDT Samrat

Poster Designing prize winners

Trophies for Best
Participating College at
the Xpression ‘A Creative
Synergy’ 2K9

CAMPUS NEWS

Effective Bridge Team
Management:
A Way to Avoid Navigation Accidents

E

very year, around 200 serious ship casualties including
fires, explosions, mechanical failures, collisions, groundings, contacts etc. get reported either in media or various
agencies overseeing the world maritime industry. The cost of all
these accidents in terms of just dollars and cents would be in billions and additional cost to life or environment.
Statistics say that 60 per cent of the above cases are
purely Navigation related. In other words, every week there are
about three maritime accidents taking place the root cause of
which is zeroed down to the ineffective Bridge Team Management!
While the equipment like radar and GPS had revolutionised the safety of navigation and hence the maritime industry,
history points out to the casualties due to over reliance on such
equipment while ignoring the ordinary practices of good seamanship established in the industry over centuries. Concern for “radar
assisted collisions” is one such area, which in fact brought in revision to the COLREGS (collision regulations) in the industry.
COLREGS were developed to ensure avoidance of
collision, however provided both the vessels comply with the regulations! When one vessel does and the other does not - this can
only lead to a potential case of collision. In fact, cases are plenty
when such scenario was played out between two vessels resulting in similar classic collision cases in the past.
All too often, within accident investigation reports, we
can find comments of the Officer on Watch, such as: “Unfortunately I had insufficient time to avoid the collision” or “The CPA
was 0.25 so a collision was not possible”. The fact remains that
all navigational aids including ARPA and AIS do provide critical
and valuable information in order to avoid any potential incident.
However, they are only aids and not replacements to the observations of established practices like good lookout, taking of visual
compass bearings to determine the risk of collision, taking early
and substantial action to prevent collision and the use of hand
steering.
Hence, the following lessons learnt must be considered
by all in the bridge team at any given time:
• If it “can” happen then it “will” happen
• Risk Assessments should be applied to ALL aspects of the
Passage Plan
• Traditional values supplemented with modern equipment and
techniques will manage the risk
• Mentoring by Senior Officers and the implementation of Best
Practices under their guidance, will ensure Junior Officers
continue with safe navigation practices.
• Study and review the Bridge Management Manual to ensure
full implementation
• Benefit from a robust involvement of ALL Deck Officers within
the Bridge Team Management

Based on presentation from
Mr. Arthur Batty at ESM Seminar
SIMS, Lonavala
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Striving for Operational Excellence

A

two-day seminar on “Striving
for Operational Excellence”
ended with a resounding
success with active participation
from the senior sailing officers, representatives from the senior management of ESM and SIMS faculty
as well as experts from national and
international reputes at the idyllic
campus of SIMS, Lonavala on 25th
April, 2009 Saturday.
Meticulously planned and organised with
care by SIMS, the seminar comprised of
four speakers from the senior management of the ESM Singapore office and two
additional guest speakers. The workshops
and interactive sessions after the presentations kept the participants involved and engrossed throughout the day. We reproduce
here excerpts of various presentations and
speeches as well a synopsis of the entire
seminar.
Capt. Arun Sundaram, GM,
ESM Singapore initiated the first day giving
the participants an overview of the Health,
Safety & Environment (HSE) standards
maintained by the company. Highlighting
the achievements and challenges faced
in the year 2008, Capt. Sundaram finally

laid out a guide map for this year. He cautioned that poor work planning, inadequate
leadership and supervision could be the
causes for incidents on board. Referring to
challenges and focus ahead, he explained
the initiatives taken by ESM on controlling
paper work and communications between
the ship and ashore. He further sought the
views from the officers on ideas to provide
safe and healthy working environment on
board. The key tone of his address was naturally “nothing on the ship is worth getting
hurt for”.
Mr. J.K.M Nair, Director, SIMS,
Mumbai welcomed the participants and
extolled the team work for achieving operational excellence, guest speaker, Capt.
Arthur Batty, former Vetting head of the
French Oil major TOTAL covered a wide
gamut of subjects on Vetting and Naviga-

etc. as any flaws existing and a tendency
to live with the flaws is the worst enemy for
the ship staff and the management. However, certain elementary actions will provide
some benefit e.g. reviewing the VIQ prior
to arrival, having all necessary documentation to hand and ensuring sufficient officers
available to accompany the inspector and
provide him the required information. He
also emphasized the need for “First impression” through courteous, honest and transparent conduct by the ship staff towards the
inspectors.
Fleet Manager (Group A), Mr.
Srinivas K Patnaik explained through his
presentation “Optimising Requisition” the
complex process that each requisition has
to go through and hence requires utmost
caution, planning and forethought from the
ship staff before sending in the requisition

tion, Ship Inspection & Report (SIRE), Port
State Control (PSC), Risk Management,
Use of Voyage Data Recorder (VDR) and
Pilotage. He apprised the seafarers about
the criteria followed by different charterers,
the role of the flag state and provided guidelines on how to ensure that the expectations
are met. Capt. Batty said that actually there
should be “no need” for formal presentations with respect to hull, machinery, safety

to the shore. He emphasized seven broad
action plans for saving time, cost and optimising resources. They are (1) Proper
maintenance: of items and equipments (2)
Pay attention to details & specifications: to
avoid wrong delivery of items. (3) Verify: the
need and the maintenance plan of the item
(4) Record: the stock and usage of the items
(5) Order once: items like paint, greases,
bearings, chemicals etc collectively across

Speakers from ESM and SIMS addressing officers at the seminar
Capt. Arun Sundaram,
General Manager,
ESM Singapore

Mr. J.K.M Nair,
Director,
SIMS Mumbai

Mr. Srinivas K Patnaik,
Fleet Manager-Technical,
ESM Singapore

An engaging session
held at the SIMS,
Lonavala Auditorium

Mr. S.P. Singh,
Technical Manager,
ESM Singapore

Mr. S.M. Iyer,
Resident Director,
ESM Mumbai

Capt. Thomas Varghese,
Superintendent, Vetting &
Operations, ESM Singapore

mr. Maneesh Jha,
Engineering Faculty,
SIMS Mumbai

CAMPUS NEWS

A Joint Seminar on Performance Improvement by ESM and SIMS
the various departments. (6) Check: That
the item is not in the order in another pending requisition. (7) Take Inventory: of precision items and conduct the handing & taking
over properly.
A parallel session was held for
Engineers and Deck officers by Mr. S.P.
Singh, Manager – Technical Division and
Capt. Thomas Varghese, Superintendent
for Vetting and Operations. It is the basics
that if neglected result in premature damages on the ships and add to expenditures in
running a ship. Mr. Singh further highlighted
the shortcomings in the effective operations and maintenance onboard. The topics
broadly covered during this presentation
included common issues related to Boiler,
Fresh Water Generator, and Interlink between Fresh Water Generator & Boiler, Piping Systems, Bunkering, Oil Record Book

and cargo loss during carriage, pitting etc.
and how to deal with them in a professional
manner.
The second guest speaker –
Mr. Sharad Singh, an eminent leadership
trainer from Govt. of India conducted a lively
interactive session with the participants in
groups and offered a wide range of feed
back on improving the leadership and management issues on board.
On the last day of the seminar
the auditorium was left open for interaction between the seafarers and top ESM
crew management which started with a
presentation from Mr. S.M. Iyer, Resident
Director and in-charge of the ESM’s Indian
operation. Queries and comments from
both sides were managed very well with
each party recognising that their roles are
interdependent and therefore require com-

from the SIMS cafeteria all in the ambience
of the green campus.
A biannual initiative, this seminar
is a meeting ground for seafarers and members from the ESM office to openly discuss
and probe about work, company policies
and go back with fresh ideas and a renewed
commitment towards their respective jobs.
This year the picturesque, state-of the art
institute playing host also provided the participants an opportunity to interact with the
cadets.
The versatile cadets of SIMS,
Lonavala put up a cultural performance at
the campus Amphitheatre drawing huge
claps and compliments from the guests in
their campus. But, the cadets were not so
generous in the friendly match of volleyball
held between the seafarers and the ESM/
SIMS members. The cadets’ team snatched

and finally good Housekeeping.
Capt. Thomas Varghese, Superintendent for Vetting and Operations,
ESM appraised the deck officers on the
challenges and practical issues on cargo
contamination and custody with special reference to tank cleaning and chemical/vegetable oil carriage. He highlighted the areas
like Vapour contamination of oil cargo, Soot
carryover avoidance of it, churning of cargo

plete understanding of each others role.
Mr. Maneesh Jha, faculty from SIMS, Mumbai received kudos for his excellent presentation and coordination of the seminar as a
whole.
But, it was not all work and no
play for our hardworking seafarers! The
seafarers were treated to invigorating yoga
sessions in the mornings, tea breaks in between presentations and delicious cuisine

the championship trophy by defeating both
the teams from ESM and SIMS in stiffly contested matches. All the matches played with
great team spirit and winners were presented with shields by chief guest Capt. Arthur
Batty.
A combination of knowledge, entertainment and health – the ESM Senior
Officers Seminar successfully met its goal
to ensure safer ships and continued team
work.

Revitalising yoga sessions in the morning

Interactive sessions during seminar

Friendly volleyball match
with SIMS cadets

Capt. Arthur Batty
shown around Ship-inCampus

Championship
Trophies

Visiting Gas Tanker Plant
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Sporting
Encounters at
SIMS, Lonavala

T

he sports facilities at SIMS Lonavala
were busy with cadets participating
in various sporting events through
the months of March, April and May. Teams
displayed passion, skill and above all true
sportsmanship.

Inter- Collegiate Basketball match
On 13th March 2009, SIMS Lonavala basketball team played its first ever inter-collegiate match against Naval Engineering College (NEC) of INS Shivaji, Lonavala. The
match was played at the SIMS campus and
the SIMS team scored the first basket inviting cheers from the audience.
By the second and third quarter,
the NEC team completely dominated the
game. The second half of the game saw
SIMS team making a valiant effort against
the leading NEC team. The game ended
with the final score of 48/41 in favour of the
NEC team.

SIMS Lonavala’s basketball team

Inter-House Football Final Championships:
Ganga House vs Godavari House
At 1600 hours on 17th April 2009, the finals
of the foot ball match began in earnest and
Ganga House immediately established their
dominance of the proceedings. While the
fleet-footed Cadet Dhruv (DNS007) scored
the goals for Ganga House; Cadet Joobin K
(DNS-007) kept the goal post well guarded
against Godavari House.

Inter-house football champions from Ganga House
In the first half of the match the score was
3-0 in favour of Ganga House. During the
second half both Houses put up a solid defence against each other and no goals were
scored. And with the referee’s whistle signaling the end of the game, the Football final
championship winner was undoubtedly the
Ganga House!

Double splash for Tapti House:
Winner of the Inter- House Aquatic championships Again!
The championships held from 18th to 21st
May 2009 had 98 participants representing the four houses. But, it was Tapti House
that repeated history by winning the coveted
“Rolling Trophy” in this event. . In November
last year it had won the Annual Inter-House
Swimming Competition.
Inter-house aquatic champions, Tapti House with Principal, Prof. DVB Swamy
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Visitors’ Comments
Excellent academic facilities with good ambience. An ideal environment for the students to study and build up their career in Maritime Sector. Good luck for future
growth and prosperity.
- Dr.P. Vijayan, Vice Chancellor, Indian Maritime University, Chennai

I am very proud to be associated with SIMS - amongst the world’s best maritime
institutions. Full credit goes to Mr. Teeka for having dreamt of such an institution
and hats off to the dedicated staff. Wish them all the best.
- Capt. SP Rao, Chairman, SVS Group, Trustee SIMS

A cutting edge infra-structure with highly promising future that can significantly contribute to MET (Marine Engineering Training) in India. Keep it up!
- Mr. Amit Ray, GM, DNV Seaskill, Asia Pacific Region

I am very glad to have met everyone in SIMS. I had a very good time , especially
discussing the Alumina project in depth. . Bon Voyage to all cadets!
- Mr. Tomoya Matsumoto, Development Dept, Class NK, Japan

I am very happy to have shared a good technical discussion. I hope that SIMS will
progress towards the future.
- Mr. Hiroyuki Kobayashi, Manager, Development Dept, Class NK, Japan

A fascinating place where seeing is believing! Supported by a team of dedicated
people who are proud of their work. Lastly, it is obviously ably guided and managed
by a very efficient management at senior level.
- Mr. Saliya Senanayake,Chairman, The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport, Sri Lanka.

Very beautiful, inspiring and well equipped campus. Wish you and the students the
very best.
- Mr. L Shivakumar, Senior VP and Head – Western Region, ICRA Ltd.
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